THURSDAY, 11 March 802.3 STARTS AT 8:30 AM

0830-0910 Administrative Matters Geoff Thompson
- Welcome, Introductions and General Announcements
- Circulate Attendance book
- Approve Agenda
- Verification of Voter List
- Input on Executive Matters
  - 802.3 position on PARS
    - VLAN Classification by Protocol and Port (Sup 802.1Q)
    - Rapid Reconfiguration (Sup 802.1D)
    - Enhanced Source Routing PAR (802.5)
    - Wireless Personal Area Network PAR (802.11 or new WG)
  - 802.3 position on BBWA (LMDS) PAR and Working Group
  - Rules change, electronic ballot
- Liaison issues (SC25/WG3) Tad Szostak
- Liaison – TIA, Home PNA
- QOS/FC Executive Committee Study Group

0910-0920 Maintenance/Interpretations/Rules David Law
- Vote on Rules change on Calls for Interest

0920-0940 Link Aggregation Task Force (802.3ad) Steve Haddock
- Accomplishments this week
- Issues for 802.3
- Motions
- Interim meeting announcement

0940-1000 BREAK

1000-1100 1000BASE-T Task Force (802.3ab) George Eisler
- Accomplishments this week
- Report of plans for progress
- Review of changes to draft
- Issues for 802.3
- Motions

1100-1120 DTE Power via MDI David Law
- Accomplishments this week
- Motions

1120-1140 10 Gigabit Ethernet Johnathan Thatcher
- Accomplishments this week
- Plan for interim
- Motions

1140-1200 Wrap-up Geoff Thompson
- Action item review
- Announcement of future meetings
- Acknowledgments
- Adjourn